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The Artuke family doesn’t stop. They don’t stop

looking for ways to improve their vineyards and

wines, all head-pruned traditional varieties, mostly

Tempranillo but also some 15% Graciano and 3%

Viura. The average age of their vines is around 30 to

40 years, and their total production is 150,000

bottles. I think they are one of the best examples of

the progression and growth of a small grower into

the world-class category.  LUIS GUTIERREZ 
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L E A V I N G  L A  R I O J A

The future starts now in La Rioja. Alvaro Palacios and Telmo Rodriguez were the

first very high profile critics of the outdated appellation laws at Rioja. Anyone

with enough oak, time and space could make a Gran Reserva and no

importance was being placed on the fantastic terroirs of Rioja. Major producer

Artadi officially left the appellation in 2015 and since then the shackles have

come off. Producers like those of the Rioja N Roll collective are making

compelling wines that speak of their time & place from indigenous varieties

suited to their environment, unlike the high volume generic wines that were

being produced. It is an incredibly exciting time in what was hitherto a

reasonably unexciting albeit popular region. 



Why re-draw Rioja? Because it's current system of classification is completely

unsatisfactory and sells the region short. It dumbs down the potential of the

wine, ignores its incredible terroirs of Rioja and encourages a race to the bottom

in homogenised production & volume. ('Brand Rioja' is good for business).

At the moment, Rioja operates geographically as 3 separate areas, Rioja Alta,

Rioja Alvesa and Rioja Oriental (nee Baja, we will come to that), there is no

credence given to village specificity and is best understood through the Crianza

etc model of age classification before release.

What this means is that anyone can make a Gran Reserva, and anyone

frequently does, utilising unsuitable varieties from unsuitable areas, ignoring the

individual site and covering everything up with win making. Thankfully the cosy

group at the Consejo Regulador are losing the battle. Change is happening as

Rioja is moving toward a Burgundian-style of Village system to recognise the

diverse range of soils and vineyards.

Re-Drawing Rioja...
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We start, as many modern Spanish wine stories do, with Alvaro Palacios. STSWine

regulars will be familiar with the man we call the King of Spanish wine. He was

born in Rioja on the family winery but had fallen in love with the concept of

terroir while working in the US, France and Italy. He wanted to make world class 

 Spanish wines that spoke of their time and place and found peerage with the

great wines of Burgundy & Barolo. He achieved this in Priorat, and then Bierzo.

He was able to impose his vision of a village classification system as he had

made those regions. Rioja would be a tougher task.

When Alvaro returned to the family winery in Rioja, he found a region that was

growing unsuitable varieties in unsuitable place to achieve high yield. Growing

grapes in such places meant they needed to be unnaturally managed and he

called the resulting wine ficticious wine. He immediately started re-planting

varieties in his winery and pressed for Rioja Baja (meaning lower Rioja) to be

renamed Rioja Oriental. Alvaro wanted to concentrate of making a Rioja wine

that would rival his L'Ermita from Priorat and La Faraona from Bierzo as one of

Spain's most expensive and sought after wines. Having not the time to fight

another Conseja, he pledged his support and consultation to a growing number

of disenchanted wine makers led by Telmo Rodriguez.

Telmo is the logical progression of Alvaro Palacios in many ways. Having grown

up in Rioja he too spread his wings to Ribera Del Duero where he fell in love with

the idea of bringing Spain in line with modern terroir-led brilliance. Telmo, while

thoughtful, well liked and measured, brought a firebrand approach to affect

change. He created a document called Matador Manifesto is defence of Spain's

old and natural vineyards and terroirs, getting it signed by 150 winemakers. Only

a year earlier, icon producer Artadi sent shockwaves through the Spanish industry

by officially 'leaving' the Rioja appellation. Telmo's controversial manifesto sent

the concept of Rioja into a virtual tailspin. 

Re-Drawing Rioja Continued...
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Hold on a minute - what are really really talking about here? Money of course. In

La Rioja, it is all about Brand Rioja 'the benjamins'. 

Imagine a beautiful little field blend of Rioja wine, naturally made in the style of

the forefathers of Rioja wine making. Yields are controlled. Everything is hand

made and hand picked. The wine is aged in concrete or steel and intended for

young drinking, it's purity mirrors the terroir. This wine can only be sold as a

generico/joven Rioja, with no geographical indicator and nothing to suggest it's

special (indeed - you are not allowed include a Village name!). 

That same wine could be machine harvested, with other grapes bought in and

added to bulk up the volume. Extracted and worked over in the winery, stabilised

and put into oak, you just wait 24 months and it's a crianza (€), 36 months and

it's a Reserva (€€) or 60 months and it's a Gran Reserva (€€€). The supermarket

shelves are full of these wines and there is a reason that very high value and

sophisticated wine collectors and collections will have a very limited Rioja

interest (not to say that old Rioja is not magic).

More Benjamins: grape prices. There are numerous growers that sell grapes to

the producers that only own 20% of the vineyards. When Telmo decided to

eliminate non-estate grown fruit he realised how livelihoods depended on these

sales, so rather than cancel the contracts he began bottling a different label to

make sure these growers could keep their contracts (not everyone would be so

noble one suspects).

A tightrope with many considerations was overcome and for the last couple of

years, growers and producers have jostled and negotiated and tweaked these

new rules and classification systems. Change will be slow but the end result will

see better quality wine for us produced via higher standards in accordance with

the naturally fabulous terroirs of La Rioja. 

Re-Drawing Rioja Continued...
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The attempted overhaul has brought with it a focus-group-feeling tagline:  Saber

Quién Eres, which means knowing who you are. The focus is to highlight these

terroirs but not completely leave the past behind, so a new method of

classification is used beside the Crianza etc old method. 

The changes can be summarised broadly to 5 items. 

So what's new?... 
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1/ Viñedos Singulares - new category to highlight the terroir of the wine and

help distinguish the diversity of the region. The vineyard will be visible and it can

be used in conjunction with the old age classification system. To qualify there is a

typical litany of stipulations regarding the age of the vineyard, age of the vines,

the age of the commercial relationship (to combat the anyone can make a

reserva wine factor), yields, volume, hand harvesting etc. There will be rigorous

quality assessments. These are the top of the pyramid - the Grand Cru.

2/ Vinos de Municipio and Vinos de Zona - These terms have been

rejuvenated as they have been used in the past. The 3 major subregions are

known now as Zona (Rioja Alta, Rioja Alvesa, Rioja Oriental). Vinos de

Municipio will name a village within and Zona, whereas Vinos de Zona will

simply name the Zona. Both of these geographical quality indicators can use the

old ageing model of classification in it.

These two categories will obviously make up the bulk of the producers that will

take up the new classification. The tweak here which, one suspects was in the

interest of politics and diplomacy, both categories allow a small percentage of

grapes from outside the Zona or Municipio, but there are stipulations on the

length of the commercial partnership - clearly a measure to protect business

arrangement upon which livelihoods may depend.  



So what's new? (Continued)...
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3/ Ageing Requirements - they updated the ageing requirements 

Reserva - total 3 years with a minimum 12 months in oak, 6 months in bottle.

There was previously no minimum ageing requirement in bottle, and this was the

greatest indicator or anyone can make a Reserva. Ageing in bottle is not easily

done for everyone.

Gran Reserva - total of 5 years (no change) but now minimum of 24 months in

oak and 24 months in bottle. 

4/ White Wines - 2007 saw the rules change to allow a wider variety of grapes

to be used, and sales have gone up considerably. It is now possible to produce a

single varietal wine out of any of the permitted varieties.

5/ Sparkling Wines -  2019 will see the first releases of the region's first

sparkling wines; Espumosos de Calidad. This will greatly help Rioja's commercial

portfolio and there are a very strict and detailed range of requirements for

production.

How is it all going? It is too early to tell. The process seems to have been fairly

and sensibly negotiated. The idea is that the quality of wine production in the

region will go up exponentially, that the various terroirs and vineyards will get just

recognition and that growers will be rewarded for their efforts and dedication to

quality production. There will not be the scope to churn out an homogenised

product and already we are seeing prolific but inauthentic vineyards being

grubbed up in favour of legacy clones of varieties suited to the soils and terroir.

Watch this space. 



Rioja 'N' Roll Collective...
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The Rioja 'N' Roll collective is proof in a way that the changes have already

worked. 

Consider La Rioja as a completely burnt out industrial entity full of rusty

machinery and empty derelict buildings, no inhabitants, no shops, no nothing.

Now consider the new La Rioja rules classifications as a moderate clean up of

this derelict area - buildings are made hospitable and some light infrastructure is

installed. The Rioja 'N' Roll collective are the equivilant of the young, poor,

bohemian musicians, painters and entrepreneurs that move in and use the area

as their homes, muse and canvass to create. Birth, rebirth etc.

Arturo de Miguel of Bodegas Artke describes it in less auspicious terms: a loose

organization of friends that has no rules or regulations that bind them together,

and that their meetings consist of "getting drunk tasting wines at least once a

month".

Apart from getting drunk together once a month, they all believe the same

philosophy that wines with soul can come only from vineyards with soul. We are

all in Rioja and we work using similar methods with regard to viticulture and

enology. A dedication to craftmanship and the ecology of the vineyard is

common but Arturo also says; we don't all work with the same methods, but we

do all share a respect for history and traditional craftsmanship. We practice

minimally invasive viticulture and do what we want in terms of enology (wine

making). We think more about the vineyard than the winery.

These are the indies of Rioja. We are delighted to be able to offer them, starting

with Bodegas Rioja. We will also be offering other producers from the collective

in the coming months. 

 



Bodegas Artuke
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Based in Rioja Alavesa, brothers Arturo and Kike de Miguel (the name Artuke

being a combination of the two) are inspired by the wines of Burgundy and the

Artuke range comprise detailed, elegant & stylish Riojas. Apart from Rioja N  Roll,

more seriously they helm the Futoro Vinador association, advocating regional,

village and single vineyard lines as opposed to the traditional Crianza, Reserva

and Gran Reserva classifications that define quality according to time spent in

barrel. They really are the new wave, the future.

Fermentations take place in stainless steel and concrete tanks in a gentle, static

style that avoids over-extraction. After fermentation, the wines transfer to top

quality, neutral French oak in sizes that range from 500L demi-muids to 3,500L

foudres. Arturo and Kike prefer to limit racking and use lightly reductive

techniques to their advantage, a practice that reduces the need to add sulphur

and underscores the purity and transparency of fruit. Maturation in cask is short

by Riojan standards; just twelve to sixteen months depending on the cuvee, less

for the juicy, entry-level Artuke Maceration – their Regional Wine, fruity semi-

carbonic wine that spends just six months in concrete (all wines apart from the  

 Maceration Rioja are completely destemmed). Pies Negros is a blend of three

vineyards in Avalos, abutting the Sierra de Cantabria, this is their Village Wine.

Finca de los Locos is a 2.80 hectare single vineyard at 550m in Banos de Ebro

and Paso Las Manas is a single vineyard planted at 720m in the village of

Samaniego, part of the Sierra de Cantabria. These are their Premier Crus.

El Escolladero and La Condenada are the top, Grand Cru wines of the estate

and are every inch the Grand Crus. Production rarely exceeds 1k bottles of each.

The press reviews that follow are ecstatic & deserved. STSWine



It's a blend of Tempranillo with 15% Graciano fermented with destemmed but

uncrushed grapes with indigenous yeasts, and it matured in 500-liter oak barrels

for 12 months, except for 10% of the volume that was kept in concrete for that

time. This didn't stop growing in the glass, and the aromas are subtle and

elegant. Since they started working with larger oak containers, they had to learn

to work under more reductive conditions; they now seem to have mastered it, at

least in some of the wines, like this one. The wines are subtler and less immediate

than the wines aged in barrique, and this long- cycle vintage has a tendency

toward this prole of wines. The palate is very balanced and fresh, with a core of

red fruit, with bright avors and very good precision. 93 Points, Robert Parker

Reviews:
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Always one of Rioja’s great bargains, this wonderfully juicy cuvée of Tempranillo

and 5% Viura from brothers Arturo and Kike de Miguel is a classic carbonic

maceration style that dates back to the 19th century and was popularised by the

so-called “cosecheros”. Showing masses of perfume, it’s a tangy, crunchy,

cement-fermented delight that combines perfume with vibrant summer berry

fruit. Unwooded Rioja at its individual best. 91 Points, Tim Aitkin MW



The 2018 Finca de Los Locos comes from a single vineyard in the village of

Baños de Ebro, a terrace planted in 1981 at 120 meters above the river with sandy

and gravel soils with a high content of limestone. The varietal breakdown came

to 78% Tempranillo, 20% Graciano and 2% Viura that fermented destemmed but

uncrushed with indigenous yeasts and matured for one year in 500- and 600-liter

oak barrels and a 3,500-liter oak foudre. As with the other wines, it improved

tremendously with one hour in the glass. This is a little riper and more immediate

than others of the single vineyards, and I would group this with El Escolladero

rather than the others. These two have a common prole (all four wines are

fermented in the same way), more powerful and a little more fruit-driven

because of the soils (gravel here) and more exposition to the sun and the higher

percentage of clay at El Escolladero. The long and complete cycle made the

grapes ripen thoroughly, and the wine feels quite round, with polished tannins

and ripe avors and with structure over the chalky backbone. 10,000 bottles

produced. It was bottled in January 2020. 93 Points, Robert Parker
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A new single-vineyard red, the 2017 Paso Las Mañas is from a plot in the village

of Samaniego on the slopes of the Sierra Cantabria at 700 meters in altitude. It's

planted in a wild and quite isolated way, going up the slope. The Tempranillo

vines were planted in 1990 but mostly in 2013 on limestone and fragmented

mother rock soils. It fermented with indigenous yeasts and matured in a 3,500-

liter oak foudre for 12 months. It has a dierent prole and is the wildest of the

wines here; it has a slightly reductive hint and is a bit herbal, with a touch that

somewhat makes me think of a Syrah from the Northern Rhône in its meaty

personality. There are notes of thyme and rosemary. The tannins are very ne, and

it has tasty avors and a dry, supple nish. This is the one wine that is dierent here.

And I like it a lot. 4,000 bottles were lled in January 2019. They used to make

Cerro de Mulas from this plot before. 94 Points, Robert Parker



The 2017 El Escolladero is a blend of Tempranillo with 15% Graciano from a
vineyard in the village of Ábalos that was planted in 1950 on clay and limestone
soils at 660 meters in altitude. It fermented with uncrushed grapes and
indigenous yeasts and matured in 600-liter oak barrels for 12 months. This was
one of the last plots to be harvested in a very early vintage, around the 20th of
September, which is extremely early anyway. Graciano was healthy, and it was a
good year for the grape, so perhaps it contributed more to the blend since it
yielded better. This is quite dierent from the wines from the early years when they
used new oak. Now, all barrels are rst used with the entry-level wines and are
later used for the single-vineyard ones. There is no oak whatsoever here, and it
has a great combination of power and elegance. The palate is medium-bodied,
and the tannins are very ne. Power and elegance. This has to be the nest vintage
for this wine and one of the best Artuke has produced. 1,160 bottles were lled in
January 2019. This vineyard used to make a wine called K4 in the past. 95 Points,

Robert Parker

The last of the single-vineyard wines in the tasting, the 2017 La Condenada is
from a plot in Baños de Ebro on sand and sandstone soils at 530 meters in
altitude. It's mostly Tempranillo with around 20% made up of Graciano,
Garnacha and even white Palomino Fino that fermented destemmed but
uncrushed with indigenous yeasts and matured in 600-liter oak barrels for 12
months. This is the single vineyard that has ner soils, which tend to produce ner
and more elegant wines. The vineyard has now been recovered, but they don't
yet use the grapes from the new vines that have replaced the missing ones. The
wine is perfumed, with nuance and elegance. The palate reveals great nesse,
detail and texture as well as ne, subtle minerality and great balance and length.
Simply superb. Bravo! 1,100 bottles produced. It was bottled in January 2019.
 96 Points, Robert Parker
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